
A Platform to  
Power Government

By embracing SaaS, the state of Texas speeds  
development and saves money.

hen Todd Kimbriel started working for the state of Texas 
in 2008 as director of IT services, he was skeptical of 

software-as-a-service (SaaS). But the state’s Department of 
Information Resources (DIR) had already started using Salesforce, 
and his staff kept trying to show him what it could do. 

“Every time we had a new demand, one of my colleagues 
wanted to put it in Salesforce, and I kept saying no,” he says. 

Then his department was tasked with finding a replacement for 
the spreadsheets many agencies were still using to track the bills 
moving through the state legislature. Kimbriel tried to adapt a new 
software program already being used by one agency, but it was 
too complex, costly and time consuming. 

When someone suggested, yet again, they do it in Salesforce, 
“I finally threw up my hands and said OK,” he says. “In three weeks 
we had developed and implemented a solution in Salesforce. It 
was amazing. That was my ‘aha’ moment and I became a convert.”

Today, Kimbriel is CIO of the state and deputy executive 
director of DIR, whose mission is to provide technology leadership 
to state agencies. And he wholeheartedly supports the use 
of SaaS. In fact, DIR is a pioneer in Salesforce apps, having 
developed more than 20 of them and demonstrated their 
success to at least 23 different state and local government and 
education entities. Some entities have even asked for copies of 
the developed applications and worked with Salesforce support to 
modify them for their particular licensing scenario. 

Blazing a Trail in Texas
Kimbriel’s “aha” moment with the legislative tracking app 

was not just that a SaaS approach speeds the development of 
apps, but also how cost effective it is. To implement the other 
agency’s system would have cost DIR hundreds of thousands  
of dollars in new licenses, development and training. In contrast, 
new apps can be developed with the existing Salesforce 
license, often by less technical staff. 
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The ease of the low-code programming  
and the efficiency of reusable  
objects makes the agency agile  
in responding to needs. 

“What used to take months 
with traditional waterfall 
development, we can 
now do in weeks,” says 
Kimbriel. “And what used  
to take days, we can develop  
in minutes.” 

But it’s more than just low-code 
and low cost of development, “it’s also 
cost avoidance,” he says. “You don’t have 
to go buy another solution. The more you put 
into Salesforce development using your existing 
license, the more you are effectively saving.” 

DIR has been developing apps in Salesforce for 
about 11 years. The first DIR Salesforce app helps manage 
the state’s cooperative contracts program through which 
agencies purchase technology. It transformed a paper-based 
process into a streamlined online system that lets customers 
easily find applicable contracts and enables DIR to quickly 
update information about vendors, contracts and products. 
The app, which has been modified and improved over its 
lifetime, is used to manage some 700 contracts. 

The state took a similar approach when it needed to 
modernize its paper-based procurement. None of the 
commercial-off-the-shelf products the state evaluated met 
all of its requirements, so it developed BidStamp, an online 
procurement application on the Salesforce platform. With 
BidStamp, vendors can view and respond to request for offers 
(RFOs), download relevant documents and monitor the status 
of their bids. Pre-configured rules quantify a prospective 
bidder’s applicability, helping DIR Contracts personnel and 
vendors responding to procurements make decisions more 
quickly and complete the process. The application inspired 
other agencies throughout the state to develop more 
Salesforce apps of their own.

Using a SaaS approach to digitize and automate paper 
workflows has made DIR faster and more efficient, says  
Allan Martin, director of Information Technology Services  
and Information Resource Manager at DIR.

“We’ve been able to eliminate the black holes 
that paperwork sometimes falls into, and minimize the 
administrative minutia,” he says. It reduces errors and virtually 
eliminates forms getting lost in the shuffle. 

Building a 
Foundation  
for the Future

Kimbriel now 
promotes SaaS among 
his fellow CIOs. And he 
points to the benefits that Texas 
has gained through its use of 
Salesforce. In fact, the state launched 
and hosts a Salesforce government user 
group, and has worked with the company to 
build an app exchange for government.

“That’s a model I think other vendors should follow,” says 
Kimbriel. “If one state has developed something, we should be 
able to share it with other states.” 

Salesforce will remain a core part of DIR’s architecture. 
“We’re committed to using Salesforce,” Kimbriel says. “It 
demonstrates all the best characteristics that state agencies 
should seek to implement to move away from legacy systems 
and move toward agile development.”

TEXAS TRAILBLAZERS  
Many of Texas DIR’s Salesforce apps were championed  

and developed by “trailblazers” — people who were not IT specialists 
but rather saw a need and how Salesforce could help fill it.
Beth Perry, a data analyst whose job included marketing the cooperative 

contracts program to state agencies, local governments and education 
districts, wanted to manage her contact database in Salesforce. She asked the 

Salesforce administrator for help, “but she was so busy doing development, she 
started giving me more administrative rights so I could do things myself,” says Perry. 

DIR helped Perry by sending her to a Salesforce system admin course. When 
she returned, she was immediately tasked with developing her first app, a time-

keeping system for human resources. 
“I did that in about six weeks,” she says. “After that, the HR director 

started peppering me with requests, and I haven’t looked back since.” 
Today, she is officially DIR’s Salesforce application development 

manager.
Perry never felt hampered by not being a traditional IT-

trained developer. She continues to learn through Trailhead,1 
Salesforce’s online guided learning program, the Salesforce 

user group for government that DIR hosts and the 
Salesforce community. 

“If you post a problem or a question in Salesforce 
Success, you find 10 other people who have 

dealt with the same issue and found 
solutions,” she says.  “The Salesforce 

community at large is a 
tremendous resource.”
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Salesforce transforms the way departments, agencies, and its community of contractors meet the unique demands of today’s 
mission. The FedRAMP-approved Salesforce Government Cloud — the world’s #1 enterprise cloud, built for government — 
gives leadership, management, and employees the mobile, self-service tools they need to connect data, process, citizens, and 
partners across the mission.

With thousands of customer stories and an ecosystem that includes over 2.5 million developers as well as hundreds of 
certified partners, Salesforce demonstrates how trusted, agile, proven Cloud applications on a user-friendly development 
platform deliver better government services and empower modern missions.

For more information, visit: www.salesforce.com/solutions/industries/government/state/

1. https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/home

This piece was developed and written by the Government Technology  
Content Studio, with information and input from Salesforce. 


